
to know!



Can I participate? 

What is Infinity?
Infinity is LTI’s flagship case solving challenge designed for students to think 

of innovative ideas and apply their academic learnings to solve real world 

business needs. It is a forum to identify future tech leaders; those who have 

skills to resolve business challenges using Analytics, Cloud and Digital. 

We are looking for you to bag 
this year's title of being LTI's 
‘TechJedi’.

Create the new with 
Analytics, Cloud and 
Digital and witness 
your ideas come to life 
with LTI

Sure you can, if you are meeting the below criteria

* Year of Passing: 2021 batch

* Qualification: BE-BTech

* Branches: CS/IT and Circuit branches
Other branches having strong hands-on programming experience

* Age: Less than 24 years (Date of birth > = 1st July 1997)

* Academic drop: No year drop allowed in the middle of any course

* Percentage: 60% and above or equivalent CGPA throughout 

academic career

* Backlogs/Re-attempts:

- Not more than 2 active/live backlogs allowed during 
the interview process

- No backlogs/re-attempts in the final semester of any course

- No live / pending backlogs after declaration of final semester results
- SSC/HSC must have completed in first attempt

* Nature of course:  All Full time courses only

* Citizenship: Resident Indian citizens only

* Institute criteria: UGC / AICTE approved Institutes only



How will the Infinity Challenge be conducted?
This 2 hour one-of-its-kind Infinity coding challenge will be held 

virtually.

What’s in it for me?

You’ll have a career break-through with LTI at competitive salary packages 

with a chance to work on the emerging technologies

Salary Packages to be offered:

INR 6.5 LPA   |  INR 8 LPA   |  INR 10 LPA

What is the judging criterion?

The first level would be of code evaluation that would be done by an 

automated platform followed by an evaluation by the LTI leadership. 

Your aim would be to clear each level of coding in the Infinity Challenge to 

attain the highest possible scores.

What will be next steps?

The results for the Infinity challenge will be announced soon after the 

completion of the coding challenge. Students successfully clearing 
various levels of the Infinity Challenge will undergo Technical/HR 

interview rounds based on their performance. 

Interview results will be announced within 7-10 days from 
the date of interview.  



So, get ready to take

in Mar 2021

info@Lntinfotech.com

LTI (NSE: LTI, BSE: 540005) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company helping more than 420 clients succeed in a converging 

world. With operations in 32 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform 

enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage 

gives us unrivaled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 

30,000+ LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations, and deliver value to their customers, 

employees and shareholders. Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global




